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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Throughout the event, sustainability solutions came
to the fore, while panelists and speakers appraised
the short- and long-term effects of the pandemic.
Another key message was the increasingly essential role of data, and exciting capital commitments
which are set to partner the world of PropTech into
a more mature phase.

The annual Propel by MIPIM NYC, hosted by Reed
MIDEM and New York-based venture capital ﬁrm
MetaProp, moved fully on-line in December 2020 in
response to the challenges of the global pandemic.
Reﬂecting a year in which technological solutions
have accompanied our working lives, the conference
celebrated a deepening digital adoption, applauding PropTech’s resilience and increasing centrality
in the real estate ecosystem. “The crisis is a catalyst,
calling for change,” said Aamir Paul, Schneider Electric’s US Country President, in his keynote speech.

PropTech’s pain points – new and old – still need
some attention. From the perennial challenge of
diversity, to the ongoing battle with the coronavirus and the patchiness of digital adoption, the real
estate world has plenty of work to do. But from the
summit’s enthusiastic tone, that’s just how the industry’s vibrant community likes it.

Although on-line, and global in its scope, a New York
spirit still pervaded the event - from Deputy Mayor for Housing and Economic Development Vicki
Been’s rousing keynote, through to MetaProp Managing Director Aaron Block’s interventions.

Propel by MIPIM’s main conference days were
ﬂanked by partner events, including a compelling
analysis of the retail real estate outlook with Barron’s Group, and a session on residential tech in
sales and marketing by The Real Deal. Danny Beckett Jr., Founder & CEO of Assemble, led a discussion
on the value of freelance talent in this exciting and
agile industry.

“I’m excited about the chance to continue to internationalize the PropTech space, while we keep
solidifying New York’s place at the center of the
PropTech ecosystem,” Block said, kicking-off the
conference.
Said Nicolas Kozubek, Director Propel NYC: “We
launched this event ﬁve years ago at a time when
enthusiasm for innovation was all around. But fostering change is still a question of innovation – and
talent.”

Meanwhile, networking opportunities came in the
shape of the Flash Talk Zone, the Occupiers’ Summit,
several closed-door events and Meet the Expert
sessions focusing on Japan, Israel, UK and the US.

Propel by MIPIM Startup Competition Finals - NYC stop
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Day two concluded with the NYC ﬁnals of the Startup Competition, backed by global partner Union Investment. Aaron Block, Managing Partner of MetaProp, was Master of Ceremonies as the jury selected
winners in four categories. Judges included Ginny
Miller, VP Technology and Innovation, Jamestown
Properties; Ryan J. S. Baxter, PropTech Advisor, NYSERDA; Vivin Hegde, Director, Tech Ofﬁce, Hilti Group;
and Mark E. Rose, Chairman & CEO, Avison Young.
The roll call of victors saw DrizzleX pick up the Sustainability prize; Equisafe win in the Investment
category; Urban Ground GmbH win for User Experience; while StratoDem Analytics collected the Data
award. These four winners now go forward to the
grand ﬁnale at MIPIM in Cannes.
Vicki Been

PROPTECH
& THE PANDEMIC

But the main delaying factor has been human attitudes: “Our barriers to innovation are not grounded
in tech – a lot of the tech we have been using already existed. Its adoption has been limited by human barriers, institutional barriers to change, that
we have to revisit,” Paul underlined.

While the Covid-19 crisis has presented many trials,
it has also proved an opportunity for the PropTech
sector to test its mettle – and on balance, emerge
displaying greater maturity and utility.

In an insightful ﬁreside chat, Vicki Been, Deputy Mayor for Housing and Economic Development New
York City, charted the city’s recovery from the ﬁrst
Covid outbreak, how it is tackling the second wave
and presented strategies for future health crises.
“PropTech ﬁts squarely in NYC’s economic recovery
model, especially in promoting health, sustainability
and equity. We’ve watched the surge in invention
around healthy buildings, from disinfection to air
quality. These innovations help us safely return to
our ofﬁces,” she said.

Delegates heard how property technology was
often given front-line duties in 2020 as real estate
companies adjusted to remote working. However,
the industry has charted a growing divide between
those who were already deploying such solutions,
and those who adopted them on the ﬂy.
In his keynote speech, Aamir Paul, US Country President, Schneider Electric, said: “Digital readiness has
been an incredible differentiator in the health crisis.
Operators in buildings that were digitally prepared
have fared much better than the ones that were
playing catch up.” He added: “The best time to prepare for a crisis is before you ﬁnd yourself in one.”

Been added that it wasn’t a one-time lesson: “PropTech can also help us in the future detection and
investigation of health emergencies,” she added,
citing “measuring heat exposure in the homes of
the elderly”; “touchless temperature scans to tell us
where a cluster is developing”; as well as “occupancy and density detection”.

“

PROPTECH CAN
ALSO HELP US IN THE
FUTURE DETECTION
AND INVESTIGATION OF
HEALTH EMERGENCIES

Another public sector panel explored the Covid response from two major Canadian cities. Mike Williams
of the City of Toronto said: “As part of Toronto’s Covid
response, we’ve launched 25+ innovation programs;
35+ group mentoring sessions & a business support
center; created a chatbot with almost 8000 Q&As;
and issued reopening guidelines and webinars.”
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Added Daniel Mathieu of the City of Montreal: “We’re
making up for the decrease in private investment
this year by accelerating Montreal’s public sector
infrastructure program. From transport and mobility, through housing and accommodation, to the
water network and culture.”
Following the pre-Propel Leaders Perspectives series of webinars, Toby Moskovits, CEO Heritage Equity Partner and Ryan Simonetti, CEO of Convene met
again to discuss the impact of Covid-19.

Charlie Hobey

Leaders Perspectives’ Discussion
- EQ Ofﬁce and Newmark

es can add value to our customers; we’re trying to
stay as close to them as possible. Very few have
nailed that hybrid model to date.”

Moskovits explained: “Each asset class was affected differently. In NYC we made the hard decision
to keep our hotel open.” But she said that the world
of hotels had got better at selling rooms during the
pandemic. “In the past two months, people that live
locally are travelling within states, and we’ve seen a
boost in occupancy from TV and ﬁlm production.”

Partner events also appraised the pandemic hangover, with a session backed by Propmodo digging
into how ofﬁces are becoming safer and smarter
despite – or because of – the pandemic.

Discussing the impact on ofﬁces, Simonetti said:
“From conversations with tenants, demand for ofﬁce space post-Covid will shrink at least by 20%. In
terms of business travel, I was travelling 120+ days
per year pre-Covid, I would ﬂy cross country for a
one-hour meeting. I think I will go down to travelling
30-40 days a year in future. If I am like others, that
will have a major structural impact.”

SUSTAINABILITY

Although the global health pandemic is not wholly an
environmental issue, its impact has deepened arguments around the real estate industry’s role in sustainability, and an awareness of the importance of creating healthy spaces, conference attendees heard.

Charlie Hobey, MD of Product and Operations, EQ
Ofﬁce and Raj Bhatti, Chief Information Ofﬁcer, Newmark, tackled similar issues.

Time and again, PropTech was cited for its capability to lead the property world to a greener future.
“The real estate investment management industry
is facing a perfect storm, from the stress of raising
fund after fund to Greta Thunberg challenging us
all to be better people and save the planet. The industry is crying out for granular PropTech solutions,”
suggested Andrew Baum, Professor at Oxford Said
Business School. Meanwhile, a partner event moderated by PropTech Innovation explored how technology can be used to save money, waste and CO2.

Said Hobey: “There’s not a silver bullet solution for
companies in terms of the back to the ofﬁce question. We’re constantly thinking about how our spac-

Ian Philp

Raj Bhatti

Vicki Been agreed. “One of the biggest public health
crises that we face in the future are the problems

Daniel Mathieu

Mike Williams

Ryan Simonetti - CEO Convene

Canadian Cities: Urban Challenges
and Strengths for Post-Covid

Toby Moskovits

Leaders Perspectives -Covene and
Heritage Equity Partners
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caused by global warming,” she noted. “PropTech
can help us be greener, more sustainable, and
more resilient. Last year we spoke about Local Law
97, the ambitious municipal policy to achieve a 40%
reduction in emissions by 2030, and an 80% reduction in building emissions by 2050.” Been announced
a request for proposals in the search for an intermediary to help the city build PropTech into its administrative infrastructure. “We’re counting on you
to make NYC fairer and healthier!” she concluded.
In a session on the Belgian capital, Brussels Secretary of State Pascal Smet explained how the city
was embracing tech: “Brussels has an air pollution
problem like many cities - a major threat to public health, and our planet. Our partnership with
Bloomberg Philanthropies will increase our measuring points to have a more detailed view of the situation,” he said. Smet added: “In 2015, we became
the ﬁrst city and country in the world to require
the passive house standard for all new construction, adding over 2,000 new sustainable homes and
buildings every year in the city of Brussels alone. The
adoption led to a 15% reduction in energy consumption, and a 20% decrease in greenhouse gas emissions in Belgium.”

Will Cavendish

Amy Till

Sonal Jain

The Transition towards Net Zero
in the Built Environment

Head of Cleantech & Smart Infrastructure unit Israel
Export Institute explained how her team was equipping start-ups “with a toolbox to help them be better prepared for the global market”.
A session on sustainable innovation moderated by
the NLA’s Programme Director Amy Till looked at harnessing PropTech in the race to meet the UK’s green
targets. Till outlined: “London has committed to being carbon neutral by 2050. NLA research found that
policy and regulation is seen as the biggest barrier
– and is currently not ﬁt for purpose to reach targets. Lack of green ﬁnance is also a problem.”

Short presentations by Brussels start-ups Buildwind,
Proxyclick, Drawbotics, Shayp and Facility Lockers
also offered a granular view of some of the brightest companies helping real estate ﬁrms evolve, in
areas ranging from water-leak management to
Covid-related real estate development challenges.

Yet, there is light at the end of the tunnel, noted Will
Cavendish, Global Digital Service Leader Arup. “What
is unappreciated is the role that tech and digital
can play in this initiative – like using AI to solve problems such as reducing the embodied carbon in the
design of new buildings,” he said.

Meanwhile, Israel’s PropTech ecosystem was also
applauded for taking big, green steps. Noa Aharoni,

However, Schneider Electric’s Aamir Paul reminded delegates: “We are at the very beginning of the
connected IOT environment. By 2050, 50% of energy
will be solar or wind driven. 30% of vehicles will be
electric by 2040. There will also be a threefold rise in
IT electricity consumption between 2020 and 2035.
Taken together, that’s a paradox.”

Eric Duchon

Cormac Crossan

Paul King

But a panel between private equity giant Blackstone and Schneider Electric showed that progress
was possible in the sustainability arena. Don Anderson, Senior Managing Director, at Blackstone said:
“Schneider Electric creates a sustainability scorecard with us which they refresh monthly, ranking for
KPIs. For large portfolios it helps us see easily which
sites are lagging and need help.”

Don Anderson

A Success Story Between Blackstone
& Schneider Electric
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“

THE SENTIMENT OF THIS INDUSTRY FOR A LONG TIME WAS
THAT DIGITAL TAKES AWAY FROM ‘WHAT I’M GOOD AT’ –
THE IN-PERSON EXPERIENCE. A GREAT DIGITAL APPROACH
CAN ACTUALLY ENHANCE THE OVERALL EXPERIENCE
A discussion between private equity giant Blackstone and real estate deal management platform
Dealpath underlined how the right data can transform existing processes. Said Mike Sroka, CEO &
Co-Founder Dealpath: “We saw a gap in the market
for a tool which speciﬁcally enabled pipeline tracking, other tools weren’t purpose built in that way.
The best operators are leveraging technology to
succeed in the exciting world of real estate today.”

Added Eric Duchon, Blackstone’s Global Head of
Real Estate ESG: “Our 15% emissions reduction target
is extremely exciting to me. It shows that sustainability is coming from top down. We’re also using
Schneider Electric to verify that, and not just rest on
our laurels once we reach 15%.”

DATA & THE
DIGITAL WORLD

Sonya Huffman, COO Blackstone’s Industrial Platform, explained how the software had proved a
game-changer across the board: “Our initial goal
was to develop a database, but then we realized
we could apply its ﬁndings throughout our business.
Within Dealpath, we have a lot of legacy information that we can apply going forward.”

Increasing property technology adoption this year
has ﬂanked a bigger than ever reliance on data to join
the dots in the absence of face-to-face meetings.
During Propel by MIPIM, principals from Oxford Properties Group, Investa & SparkBeyond explored the
data revolution as epitomized by their Project Alpha initiative. Joanna Marsh, GM of Innovation &
Advanced Analytics at Investa explained: “We built
an acquisition-hunting machine that allows us not
only to look at properties on the market and private
deals, but all properties, analyzing who owns those
assets and what is their propensity to sell.”

Another exemplary case study came with the presentation of the digital-ﬁrst partnership between
VTS and RXR’s real-time data tools. In conversation
with Nick Romito, Founder & CEO VTS, Scott Rechler
Chairman & CEO RXR Realty said: “Covid has deﬁnitely been the accelerant of our digital transition.
We were building the foundation as Covid hit, and
were then able to roll out the underlying infrastructure that enables us to digitize our buildings, and
ultimately bring people back to the workplace.”
Romito said: “The sentiment of this industry for a
long time was that digital takes away from ‘what I’m
good at’ – the in-person experience. A great digital

Mike Sroka

Matt Savarese

Sonya Huffman

Scott Rechler

A Success Story Between Blackstone
& Dealpath

Nick Romito

A Success Story - VTS and RXR
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Meanwhile, a comprehensive panel showcased
how US PropTech developments are inﬂuencing
Japan, poised to become the largest Asian market
for real estate related innovation, in a global session that underlined how digital has become a universal language.

approach can actually enhance the overall experience.”
A deep dive into the digitalization topic saw Thornton Tomasetti presented two start-ups, Konstru and
T2D2, developed by its technology accelerator TWiiN,
to tackle pain points within the construction industry.
Elsewhere, a partner session from PropTech Innovation explored the potential of data-driven innovation.

DIVERSITY

Another session compared smart city developments in Brussels and Montreal. Noah Redler,
Co-founder of Montreal’s Smart City Experience
suggested: “Digitizing operations and cities has to
have a human-centric focus. Beyond the idea of
smart cities, we are now talking about intuitive and
empathic buildings that can also self-manage.”

Despite the optimistic mood of Propel by MIPIM NYC,
there was also time to discuss obstacles and areas for improvement across the industry. Two compelling sessions tackling diversity looked at how far
PropTech and real estate have come in matters of
inclusion – and how much is still to be done.
Moderator Sonya Rocvil, Real Estate Investor and
Asset Manager, kicked off her panel with some
alarming numbers. “As many of us know, commercial real estate is one of the least diverse industries
in the US. A 2017 study found that more than 75% of
senior executive jobs were held by white men, and
1.3% by black men. White women held 14% of these
roles, non-white fewer than 1%. Around 0.7% of ﬁrms
are owned by women, with only 2% minority owned,”
she underlined.

Added Idriss Goosens, Founder of Brussels’ PropTech
Lab: “We help a number of larger real estate ﬁrms
create a vision of innovation for major projects, but
regulation sometimes gets in the way. It’s crucial to
create an agile regulatory framework and the idea
of the interoperability of cities is exciting.”
A lively discussion, ‘AI in 2021 and Beyond – Digital
Twins’, saw Adam Glod, Digital Building Transformation Leader at Willow, continued the conversation
about the digital revolution with Maureen Waters of
MetaProp.

In response, Craig Robinson, Board Director of
Roofstock, questioned the logic of the slow pace
of change: “Innovation is not happening in places
where everyone round the table looks the same

Schneider Electric’s Aamir Paul also weighed into
the topic, noting: “It’s critical that we have digital
twin capability at the build stage. Around 95.5% of
the data we create within the construction industry
goes uncaptured.”

Noah Redler

“

INNOVATION IS NOT
HAPPENING IN PLACES
WHERE EVERYONE ROUND
THE TABLE LOOKS THE SAME
AND COMES FROM THE SAME
EXPERIENCES. SO, DIVERSITY
IS SOMETHING THAT PEOPLE
SHOULD BE EMBRACING,
NOT BEING DRAGGED TO DO
RELUCTANTLY

Anthony Day

Idriss Goosens

Montreal and Brussels: How tech
is shaping the new city?
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and comes from the same experiences. So, diversity is something that people should be embracing,
not being dragged to do reluctantly,” he said.
Lauren Weston, Investment Associate at Thomvest
Ventures, joined the dots between technology and
diversity: “When I think about why diversity and
technology are important at the moment, it’s because the consumer’s changing. Gen Z and Gen Y
will soon become the largest demographic in this
country – Gen Z are digital natives. We need diverse
perspectives because they are key stakeholders in
the value chain.”

Faisal Butt

The Future of Real Estate Investment

There was also the chance to dive into pro-diversity training scheme Project Destined, with the
scheme’s Co-Founder and CEO, Cedric Bobo, in
conversation with Daniel Rafkin, Director at Hines,
and Angie Kamath, University Dean, Continuing Education and Workforce Programs, City University of
New York (CUNY).

passionate about real estate, and the kind of the
students we wanted to mentor and develop with.”
Bobo added that Project Destined had started with
digital in its DNA. “We actually launched in LA and
London simultaneously in 2019, via Zoom conference – before it was really accepted as a reasonable platform for engagement. This past semester
alone, we have already trained 370 students – now
it’s all remote we can work so much faster.”

This ground-breaking mission is currently helping
guide a range of CUNY students towards a career
in real estate. Said Bobo: “We have a really simple
mission - to develop talent for the real estate industry. It’s diverse talent, but it’s talent. In partnering
with CUNY we’ve gone from training 100 students a
year to 300-400 per semester.”

INVESTMENT
& CAPITAL

Rafkin added: “Hines has been focusing on inclusion
and diversity and talent. We are passionate about
furthering student interest in real estate, so we were
lucky to be introduced to Project Destined. Cedric
invited us to attend a panel and we were just blown
away. These were students who were serious and

Cedric Bobo

Andrew Baum

One of the main takeaways of this year’s Propel by
MIPIM NYC was that investing in PropTech has become a core hedge for traditional propcos, with the
venture capital scene increasingly committed to
the digital revolution.
Faisal Butt, CEO of Pi Labs, went head-to-head with
Andrew Baum, Professor of Practice at University of
Oxford Saïd Business School, to discuss their recent
joint research paper, ‘Technology and the Future
of Real Estate Investment Management’. Butt noted: “We’re really interested in investing in the space,
and this is a good way of getting to know it better.”
Baum said that their ﬁndings stressed the importance of PropTech in bringing the property industry
up to speed. “Real estate investment managers are
some of the very least tech savvy people. They are
naturally conservative,” he said. “They don’t take big
risks with processes – although that is changing.”

Daniel Rafkin | Hines

Angie Kamath | CUNY

NYC’s Real Estate Talent Pipeline - Hines,
Project Destined and CUNY

Butt underlined that the responsibility for taking the
investment initiative on PropTech would increas-
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ingly pass to real estate owners. “Who is the client
today, landlord or tenant? In an integrated model
where the owner is also the operator, the onus sits
with them.”
The diverse and exciting Israeli PropTech scene
was examined through a venture capital lens in a
‘Meet the Experts’ session. Michal Gologorsky, CEO
of PropTech Zone explained that Israel currently
boasts 240 active PropTechs as of 2020, compared
to 170 last. “There are more and more VCs looking
at Israel, and we are also mentoring the younger
generation to think about tech solutions,” she noted.
Breakout sessions enabled participants to check in
with experts from INFRALAB, BuiltUp Ventures, and
Cleantech & Smart Infrastructure unit Israel Export
Institute as well.

Ben Lerner

Real Estate Data and Tech: The M&A perspective

Lerner declared that the industry was “a seller’s
market, with lots of interest from buyers”. Zola concluded by describing increasing levels of sophistication in the most appealing start-ups. “It’s rare this
day that a data business is just a data business,” he
said. “Today, the data has to be wrapped with workﬂow, and delivered in a way that is consumable by
companies.”

Elsewhere, a partner event backed by Connect Media explored strategies for closing deals in pandemic times, as well as unpicking technology’s potential
for lead generation. Meanwhile, Gunnar Branson,
CEO of AFIRE, moderated a panel on ‘The state of
cross-border investing through and beyond Covid-19’ that included thoughts from Ed Casal, CEO,
LaSalle Global Partner Solutions; Matthew Scholl, Executive Director, Head of Investment Management
Americas at Union Investment Real Estate; and Will
McIntosh, Global Head of Research, USAA Real Estate Company.

CONCLUSIONS

Coming at the end of an extraordinarily complex
year, Propel by MIPIM NYC proved an opportunity to
tally the sector’s successes and lessons, and take a
breath to appraise the future.
While the global pandemic has tested the real estate industry to its limits, the adage that crisis brings
opportunity has never been truer for the PropTech
world. From inspiring real estate behemoths to
broadly explore digital options, to supplying granular solutions in a rapidly evolving scenario, 2020 was
surely the year when PropTech came of age.

A ﬁreside chat between Ben Lerner, Managing Director of M&A advisory Lerner Associates, and Bill
Zola, President of LightBox, appraised the M&A landscape. Said Zola: “It has been a stop-start year, but
the M&A markets have come back and we haven’t
seen a dip in enthusiasm. People had to work out if
they could transact on Zoom, but soon realized they
had to solve these problems to stay in business.”

“

Bill Zola

Although plenty of pain points remain, the conference proved that an exchange of ideas and
acknowledgement of the challenges ahead remains crucial to build towards greater utility and
maturity.

TODAY, THE DATA HAS
TO BE WRAPPED WITH
WORKFLOW, AND
DELIVERED IN A WAY
THAT IS CONSUMABLE
BY COMPANIES
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DATA JOURNEY
A SINGLE PLATFORM GATHERING
THE REAL ESTATE AND TECH INDUSTRIES

Participants

2687

Participants
connected to
the platform
4+ times

Number
of countries

US delegates

63%

70

64%

TOP 10 JOB TITLES
Manager
4,0%
Co-Founder
4,1%
Managing Partner
4,8%
Principal
6,1%
President
6,9%

CEO
35,8%

Managing Director
7,4%
Partner
8,0%
Founder
8,6%

Director
14,3%

TOP 6 COUNTRIES

United
States

United
Kingdom

Canada

France
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Japan

Israel
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Number of
companies

2197

Virtual
Exhibitor Pages

Total number
of sessions

34

58

Speakers

154

COMPANY ACTIVITIES
Venture capital ﬁrms
3,11%
Facilities & Properties
management
4,27%
Mature tech companies
4,57%
Construction companies
4,88%
Associations & Academics
5,91%

Startups
20,98%

Developers
19,33%

Architects / Designers
/ Urban planners
7,62%

Business services
& Consulting ﬁrms
15,30%

Investors & Financial institutions
14,02%

TOP 5 SESSIONS
4 • The Reawakening of Japan:
A Real Estate Tech
Perspective

1 • Vicki Been New York’s
Deputy Mayor for Housing
and Development Keynote

5 • The Resilient Workplace:
How the ofﬁce industry is
adapting to the challenges
posed by the pandemic

2 • A Success Story Between
Blackstone & Schneider
Electric
3 • The Future of Real Estate
Investment
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